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It was Fabio Paris, in the Link Art Center towards the end of
2015, who brought up the idea of creating an online project to
celebrate the centenary of Dadaism, which came into being in the
Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich on 5 February 1916. The idea was an
instant hit and right away we began talking about what form it
could take, but it would not have come about without Fabio’s
contagious enthusiasm and the energy he then devoted to all
stages of the project. His passion for Dada dates back to his
formative years, when not only read up on it but also met its
exponents and those who were involved in relaunching and
promoting it in the 1960s and 1970s. Over the years he visited
exhibitions, purchased historical catalogues and copies of
Dadaist magazines – material that joined the Campiani Collection
in 2015. Throughout his life this interest has underpinned his
work as a designer and publisher, his choices as a gallerist and
the reasons that led to him founding the Link Art Center with us
in 2011. There is a whole life in his passion for Dada.
Our discussion about the project led us to decide on one basic
idea: our tribute to Dada would focus on the elements of
continuity between the avant-garde we admired from afar and that

which we had the pleasure of experiencing first hand; between
the avant-garde which responded to the advent of modernity and
the industrial society, and that which is dealing with the
consequences of the information age and its impact on artistic
languages and practice. Keywords like collage, remix, creative
reuse, appropriation, sharing, irony and iconoclasm began to
emerge as the conceptual backbone of the project, with the idea
of taking Dada out of the archives and dusting it off, treating
it with the same irreverence that its leading exponents directed
at the world of objects, the artistic tradition and the
photographic documentation of reality in the early twentieth
century.
To do this, we needed an ally, and it was natural to turn to the
Campiani Collection. In his text in the catalogue, Piero
Cavellini outlines the spirit in which this collection formed
over the years, and the way in which it has become one of the
biggest collections of Dada works currently in existence in
Italy. We were also well aware of his interest in “our” avantgarde, which has led to him supporting the work of the Fabio
Paris Art Gallery and following the activities of the Link Art
Center. Few public and private collectors are open-minded enough to
make available high resolution digital scans of a substantial part
of their collection, even more so if these copies are not intended
for educational purposes but expressly destined to be manipulated,
with no limits of copyright. We knew one such collector.
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Once he gave us the go-ahead, the rest was relatively simple.
Out of the 121 Dada works in the Campiani Collection we selected
those which appeared to have the most potential for reuse, and
published high quality digital copies (22 photographs, the same
number of magazine covers and three 3D scans) on a dedicated
website, Dadaclub.online. We thought about who to involve at
this initial stage and Vuk Ćosić seemed an obvious choice. As
well as being one of the pioneers of net.art, Vuk is passionate
about Dada and Surrealism. In a 1997 interview he declared:
“We are Duchamp’s ideal children”. In 2014, curating a show on
net.art, he chose the title net.art Painters and Poets, paying
homage to the famous exhibition on Dadaism curated by Robert
Motherwell in 1951, entitled The Dada Painters and Poets. In his
artistic and intellectual career he is one of the artists who
has most emphasized the relationship between the historical
avant-garde movements and the advent of art on the net in the
late 1990s. His response was immediate and positive.
On 5 February 2016 the site went live, featuring a single work,
by Vuk: an image piece that continues his work on text and
typography and features the screaming face of the lead character
of the film Psycho, worked in ASCII characters and extrapolated
from a net.art classic - his piece ASCII history of moving
images (1998), grafted onto the cover of the magazine New York
Dada 1921 (1998).
On 7 February 2016 we were invited to present the project at the
Cabaret Voltaire, the birthplace of Dadaism and the heart of

DADA 100, the series of events for
the movement’s centenary. It felt
like a seal of approval for a project
which came about spontaneously, in a
country – Italy – which certainly did
not shine during 2016 in terms of
quality events dedicated to the
definitive avant-garde movement. On
28 March we were there, accompanied
by Vuk Ćosić who presented and
installed his Invisible Museum, a
router that creates a small local
network which users can connect to to
download and read a selection of his
personal collection of documents of and about Dadaism. At the
Cabaret Voltaire we had the honour of meeting Carmen Weisskopf
and Domagoj Smoljo of !Mediengruppe Bitnik, members of the group
of local activists who helped save the Cabaret building from
demolition in 2000 and turn it back into a cultural institution.
We asked them and Eva and Franco Mattes to symbolically close
the project, and the last remixes were posted on 5 February
2017, exactly a year after it was launched.
We certainly could not have foreseen everything that happened
between these two dates, with 148 works submitted and published
on the site. We maintained a certain degree of editorial
control, selecting submissions and establishing a publication
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schedule, but there were very few works that we decided not to
publish, mostly because they were incomplete. Most of the pieces
submitted were static images and animated GIFs, but there were
also videos, objects, web pages and more conceptual
interventions documented in image form. The artist Kamilia Kard
offered to create a 3D model of a work that, for technical
reasons, we were not able to scan, but wanted to share; the
model was then used by her and other artists. A number of
teachers from art schools and academies encouraged their
students to work on the project, such as Marco Cadioli, who
organised a three-day workshop on Dadaclub.online; Dina Karadžić
and Vedran Gligo used it for Pivilion test run#2: ~
interpretations ~, a peer-to-peer collaborative remix
performance produced on Darknet on occasion of the exhibition
The Artist Is Online (Stuttgart, 2 April 2016), with many
significant results.
As often happens in collaborative projects, we did not expect
all of this and viewed it as a gift. To maintain a certain level
of quality, ensure a degree of continuity, and provide potential
participants with some ideas on the project's “instructions for
use”, we created a “curated” section and invited artists we
value and follow to take part in the project on a monthly basis
(the Monthly Feature). The rest of this corpus of 148 works came
together over time, partly by direct invitation, partly ad hoc
submissions.

Dadaclub.online fostered a style of participation that was
rapid, spontaneous, joyful, freeing participants from
performance anxiety or the pressing need to come up with the
next great masterpiece. Like other collaborative projects that
inspired it (first and foremost, Lincoln 3D Scans by Oliver
Laric), it exploited the potential vitality of artworks
relegated to the realm of collections and archives, once
digitized and shared online. Some of them proved to be
extraordinarily potent, and their “offspring” are just a small
tribute to the power of images to stimulate other images, and
ideas to inspire other ideas, when released into the public
domain. This is the small legacy we humbly attribute to
Dadaclub.online: the merit of having demonstrated, day after
day, the extraordinary power of sharing and the crucial
importance of remixing practices in contemporary culture: a meme
that way back in 1916, Dada helped launch, and that has never
stopped being one of the fundamental ways in which culture is
generated, in defiance of the dominant ideas about copyright and
intellectual property. In its daily practice the project
supported and disseminated a certain conception of the internet;
a conception that is now under attack, and that we believe must
be strenuously defended.
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È stato Fabio Paris, verso la ﬁne del 2015, a mettere sul tavolo
della discussione del Link Art Center l'idea di dedicare un
progetto online al centenario del Dadaismo, nato al Cabaret
Voltaire di Zurigo il 5 febbraio 1916. L’idea è stata accolta
immediatamente con ovvio entusiasmo, e abbiamo subito cominciato a
discutere di quale forma avrebbe potuto assumere; ma difficilmente
si sarebbe tradotta in realtà senza l’entusiasmo trascinante di
Fabio, e la conseguente energia che ha riversato in tutte le fasi
del progetto. La sua passione per il dadaismo è nata negli anni
della sua formazione, quando ancora poteva nutrirsi non solo di
letture, ma anche di incontri con i protagonisti di quel movimento
e con chi, negli anni Sessanta e Settanta, si è prodigato per il
suo rilancio e la sua divulgazione; si è alimentata negli anni con
la visita a mostre, l’acquisizione di cataloghi storici e delle
copie anastatiche delle riviste dadaiste poi cedute, proprio nel
2015, alla raccolta dei Campiani; e ha nutrito, nei diversi
momenti della sua vita, la sua attività di designer e di editore,
le sue scelte di gallerista, e le motivazioni che l’hanno portato,
nel 2011, a fondare con noi il Link Art Center. C’è la vita,
dietro la sua passione per il dadaismo.

Presto, la discussione ci ha portato a convergere su un’idea di
fondo: il nostro omaggio al dada avrebbe dovuto lavorare sugli
elementi di continuità tra l’avanguardia che abbiamo ammirato da
lontano e quella che abbiamo avuto il piacere di vivere in prima
persona; tra l’avanguardia che risponde all’avvento della società
industriale e della modernità, e quella che sta affrontando le
conseguenze dell’età dell’informazione e il suo impatto sui
linguaggi e sull'arte. Parole chiave come collage, remix, riuso
creativo, appropriazione, condivisione, ironia, iconoclastia hanno
cominciato a emergere, e a costituire il nerbo concettuale del
progetto. Sottrarre il dadaismo alla polvere degli archivi,
rivitalizzarlo sottoponendolo allo stesso abuso irriverente a cui
i principali protagonisti di questo movimento avevano sottoposto,
all'inizio del ventesimo secolo, il mondo degli oggetti, della
tradizione artistica, della documentazione fotograﬁca del reale.
Per farlo, avevamo bisogno di un alleato. Ci venne naturale
cercarlo nella Collezione Campiani. Nel suo testo in catalogo,
Piero Cavellini ha ben delineato lo spirito con cui questa
collezione si è costituita negli anni, e il modo in cui è
diventata custode di uno dei corpus collezionistici sul dadaismo
più cospicui attualmente esistenti in Italia. Noi possiamo
testimoniare invece della sua attenzione curiosa verso la “nostra”
avanguardia, che l’ha portata negli anni a sostenere le scelte
della Fabio Paris Art Gallery e a seguire con interesse l’attività
del Link Art Center. Pochi collezionisti pubblici e privati
possiedono l’apertura mentale necessaria per rendere disponibili
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in alta risoluzione le scansioni digitali di una parte consistente
della propria collezione, tanto più se l’uso a cui queste copie
sono destinate non è educativo, ma esplicitamente manipolatorio,
al di fuori di ogni limite di copyright. Noi ne conoscevamo uno.
Una volta ottenuta la sua risposta positiva, il resto è stato
relativamente semplice. Dalla Collezione Campiani, che include ben
121 opere dadaiste, abbiamo selezionato i lavori che ci sembravano
dimostrare un maggior potenziali di riutilizzo, e ne abbiamo
condiviso copie digitali di buona qualità (21 fotograﬁe, 12
copertine di riviste e 3 scansioni 3D) su un sito dedicato,
Dadaclub.online. Abbiamo riﬂettuto su chi coinvolgere in questa
fase di lancio, ed è stato abbastanza semplice convergere sul nome
di Vuk Ćosić. Oltre a essere uno dei pionieri della net.art, Vuk è
un appassionato cultore di dada e surrealismo. Nel 1997, in una
intervista, ha dichiarato: “siamo i ﬁgli ideali di Duchamp”.
Nel 2014, volendo curare una mostra sulla net.art, ha pensato bene
di intitolarla net.art Painters and Poets, in omaggio alla famosa
antologia sul dadaismo curata nel 1951 da Robert Motherwell, The
Dada Painters and Poets. È uno degli artisti che più ha insistito,
nel suo percorso artistico e intellettuale, sulle relazioni tra le
avanguardie storiche e l’emergere, nei tardi anni Novanta,
dell’arte in rete. La sua risposta è stata immediata, e positiva.
Il 5 febbraio 2016 abbiamo pubblicato il sito con un’unico
contributo, quello di Vuk: un lavoro di immagine che prosegue la
sua ricerca sul testo e la tipograﬁa, innestando sulla cover di
New York Dada 1921 il volto urlante della protagonista di Psyco,

reso in caratteri ASCII ed estrapolato
da un classico della net.art: la sua
ASCII history of moving images (1998).
Il 7 febbraio 2016 siamo stati invitati
a presentare il progetto al Cabaret
Voltaire, il luogo di nascita del
dadaismo, e il cuore di DADA 100, il
ciclo di iniziative per il centenario
dada. Ci è sembrata una certiﬁcazione di
un’iniziativa nata spontaneamente, in un
paese – l’Italia – che non ha certo
brillato nel corso del 2016 quanto a
eventi di qualità dedicati
all'avanguardia delle avanguardie. Il 28 marzo eravamo lì,
accompagnati da Vuk Ćosić che ha presentato e installato il suo
Invisible Museum, un router che crea una piccola rete locale
connettendosi alla quale si può scaricare e leggere una selezione
della sua personale collezione di documenti del e sul dadaismo.
Al Cabaret Voltaire abbiamo avuto l’onore di conoscere Carmen
Weisskopf e Domagoj Smoljo di !Mediengruppe Bitnik, che hanno
fatto parte del gruppo di attivisti locali che all’inizio degli
anni 2000 hanno contribuito a salvare l’ediﬁcio sede del Cabaret
dalla demolizione e a riconvertirlo in una istituzione culturale.
A loro e a Eva e Franco Mattes abbiamo chiesto di chiudere
simbolicamente il progetto, con gli ultimi remix pubblicati il 5
febbraio 2017, esattamente un anno dopo la sua apertura.
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Tra queste due date, quello che è accaduto ha stupito noi per
primi. 148 lavori sono arrivati e sono stati pubblicati sul sito.
Ci siamo riservati un certo livello di controllo editoriale,
selezionando le candidature e stabilendo un nostro calendario
delle pubblicazioni, ma sono stati pochissimi i lavori che abbiamo
deciso di non pubblicare, per lo più per ragioni di incompletezza
della submission. Le candidature sono state per lo più immagini
statiche e gif animate, ma anche video, oggetti, pagine web,
interventi di natura più concettuale documentati in immagine.
L’artista Kamilia Kard si è offerta di creare il modello 3D di
un'opera che, per ragioni tecniche, non eravamo riusciti a
scansionare, ma che avremmo voluto condividere; il modello è poi
stato utilizzato da lei e altri artisti. Alcuni docenti di
Accademie e scuole d’arte hanno invitato i loro studenti a lavorare
sul progetto – come Marco Cadioli, che sul Dadaclub.online ha
organizzato uno workshop di tre giorni; Dina Karadžić e Vedran
Gligo l’hanno usato per Pivilion test run#2:~interpretations~, una
performance di remix collaborativo realizzata in peer-to-peer
sulla Darknet in occasione della mostra The Artist Is Online
(Stoccarda, 2 aprile 2016), producendo molti risultati signiﬁcativi.
Come spesso accade nei progetti collaborativi, tutto questo non
era previsto né prevedibile, e l’abbiamo vissuto come un regalo.
Per mantenere un certo livello di qualità, avere assicurata una
certa continuità, e offrire ai potenziali partecipanti dei possibili
suggerimenti sulle “modalità d’uso” del progetto, ci siamo riservati
una sezione “curata”, invitando mensilmente artisti che stimiamo e

seguiamo a partecipare al progetto (Monthly Feature). Il resto di
questo corpus di 148 lavori si è composto nel tempo, un po’ per
invito diretto, un po’ per candidatura spontanea.
Dadaclub.online ha stimolato una modalità di partecipazione
veloce, immediata, gioiosa, scevra da ansie di prestazione o
dall’urgenza di consegnare per forza il capolavoro. Ha lavorato,
come altri progetti collaborativi che l’hanno ispirato (primo fra
tutti, Lincoln 3D Scans di Oliver Laric), sulla vitalità
potenziale di opere d'arte apparentemente buone soltanto per la
collezione o l’archivio, una volta che vengono digitalizzate e
condivise online. Alcune di esse si sono dimostrate straordinariamente
vitali, e la “progenie” che hanno creato è solo una piccola
testimonianza della capacità che ha un’immagine di stimolare altre
immagini, e un’idea di stimolare altre idee, nel momento in cui
viene rilasciata nel pubblico dominio. È questo, in fondo, il
piccolo lascito che, in tutta modestia, attribuiamo a
Dadaclub.online: quello di aver dimostrato, giorno dopo giorno, la
forza straordinaria della condivisione, e l’importanza cruciale,
nella cultura contemporanea, delle pratiche di remix: un meme che,
nel lontano 1916, dada ha contribuito a lanciare, e che da allora
non ha mai smesso di essere uno dei modi fondamentali in cui si
genera la cultura, in barba alle idee dominanti sul copyright e la
proprietà intellettuale. Quello di aver sostenuto e propagato, con
una pratica quotidiana, una certa idea della rete che la sua
evoluzione recente sta cercando di oscurare e che, crediamo, vada
strenuamente difesa.
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FROM DADA TO DADA
Piero Cavellini
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Not many collections have such a fascinating story to tell, and
by story I mean not just the encounters, its special focus and
the lists that bear witness to it, but above all its own
awareness of its identity and roots.
The Campiani Collection has enjoyed this kind of relationship
with art since 1977, and it shows no sign of stopping.
Since it first came into being it has developed its own identity
in the contemporary art world, giving rise to a sequence of works
and above all site-specific installations in the open air
dominated by a conceptual, environmental vein, by artists who in
the sixties and seventies proved to be the cultural heirs of the
currents and forms that revolutionized the concept of art at the
beginning of the century.
All of this began in the very year in which signals emerged of a
counter-trend, the idea of abandoning this precious legacy with
the aim of moving past the so-called dark days of the
annihilation of the artwork and the painted canvas in particular.
Both the collector and those who support his choices have always
been proud and determined not to endorse this development, which
ultimately proved to be a temporary one.

Indeed this knowledge of historical concepts and forms, Dada in
particular, has always been seen as a valuable asset to draw on
when it comes to directing the focus of the growing Collection
and the choices to be made.
As always, we believe in the power of chance, and the
coincidences that it often generates.
So it was that in the early eighties, while still reeling from
the storm that appeared to have swept away most of the recent
past, we had the opportunity to purchase works from the Dada
period, from the dispersal of one of the most mindful and
distinctive collections of its kind. It was not difficult to
interest the collector in this proposal and on this occasion too,
he proved attentive and aware of developing his own personal
story.
It was a question of joining a number of buyers dividing up a
considerable number of works in a generic Dada group belonging
to former gallerist Arturo Schwarz, who was well known to many of
the leading lights on that scene in the 1950s and 1960s. I say
a generic group because the lots on offer included works from
different periods, some from the start of the movement, others
from later periods or reworkings. It did however include pieces
by some of the most important artists, from Marcel Duchamp to Man
Ray, Kurt Schwitters and Lázló Moholy-Nagy, as well as other
quality works by Hannah Höch, Paul Citroen, Paul Joostens and
Lajos Kassàk - real finds for us.
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The rest of the collection then made its way towards museums such
as that of Tel Aviv, by virtue of the owner’s Jewish heritage,
the GNAM in Rome for his Italian citizenship, and other major
international institutions.
In my introduction to the catalogue for the Dada Collection in
the Raccolta Campiani I described what a special experience it
was to spend the day in the Schwarz deposits formalising the
division of the acquisitions.
I wrote that I remember it being an enlightening day during which
I also observed the watchful eyes of the participants, their
silence and the respect they all showed to our host, who, while
he described each object, appeared to be reliving his
intellectual and artistic career, clearly moved but with great
dignity.
I could see that it was also an unforgettable experience for the
collector I was working for, arousing emotions that ranged from
incredulity to excitement to a keen awareness of the important
move he was about to make.
This was the start of the “Dada Collection” in the Raccolta dei
Campiani, not out of nostalgia but rather with the awareness that
it would enrich the work done in the contemporary art field thus
far with a veritable treasure trove that would help shape its
vocation. The entire corpus of the collection now consists of 121
works, and I believe it is Italy’s largest collection of works
from the Dada period by Dada artists.

DadaClub.online, the Link Art Center’s intelligent project, set
out to celebrate the centenary of Dada by bringing a number of
important works belonging to the collection out of retirement, as
it were, to offer them as source material for new creative
processes, involving a new generation of contemporary artists
using the media and technology of their time. This makes me even
more convinced that, independently of the quality of the
individual results, the ground-breaking energy unleashed by Dada
one hundred years ago can still play a role in formulating the
present and providing an arena for envisioning the future.
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Piero Cavellini
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Non molte collezioni hanno una storia così intensa da
raccontare, e per storia intendo non solo incontri, applicazione
allo specifico ed i relativi elenchi che la mostrano ma
soprattutto coscienza di sé e delle proprie radici.
Nella Raccolta dei Campiani questa complicità con l’arte si
forma a partire dal 1977 e sembra non avere ancora fine oggi.
Da allora si è sviluppata una sua presenza nella contemporaneità
che ha dato luogo ad una sequenza di opere e soprattutto di
installazioni site-specific all’esterno in cui prevale una
matrice ambientale concettuale con autori che a cavallo tra gli
anni Sessanta e Settanta sono risultati essere gli eredi
culturali delle istanze e delle forme che rivoluzionarono il
concetto di Arte negli antefatti avanguardistici di inizio
Secolo.
Tutto ciò a partire proprio dall’anno in cui si sono, in
contrapposizione, mostrati i segnali del tentativo di un
superamento di questa discendenza per, a loro dire, superare i
tempi cupi dell’annientamento dell’opera e del quadro dipinto in
particolare.

Sia il collezionista che chi ne ha supportato le scelte si sono
dimostrati sempre orgogliosi e decisi nel non avvallare questa
trasformazione che, alla fine, si rivelò temporanea.
Da queste premesse risulta come la vicinanza con i concetti e le
forme storiche, il dadaismo in particolare, fosse sentita come
un bagaglio di idee di cui tener conto nel condurre lo svolgersi
delle attenzioni e delle scelte di cui la Raccolta si faceva man
mano carico nell’accrescersi.
Come sempre crediamo nel valore della casualità e nelle
coincidenze che questa spesso formula.
Fu quindi nel sorgere degli Ottanta che, ancora annichiliti
dalla tempesta che sembrava travolgere tutto il nostro recente
passato, fummo coinvolti dalla proposta di acquisizione di opere
del periodo DADA provenienti dallo smembramento di una delle
collezioni più attente e partecipate in tal senso. Proposta
verso cui non fu difficile interessare il nostro collezionista
che anche in questa occasione si dimostrò attento e sensibile
alla genesi della propria storia personale.
Si trattava di aderire ad un gruppo di acquisto che si sarebbe
dovuto spartire una notevole quantità di opere appartenenti allo
stock genericamente dadaista dell’ex gallerista Arturo Schwarz
che aveva compiuto un buon tratto di strada durante gli anni
Cinquanta e Sessanta con alcuni dei maggiori esponenti reduci da
quel contesto. Dico genericamente perché nei lotti proposti si
trovavano opere di diverse epoche, alcune coeve al sorgere del
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movimento, altre più tarde o frutto di riedizione. Erano
presenti comunque quelle di autori più importanti come Marcel
Duchamp, Man Ray, Kurt Schwitters, Lázló Moholy-Nagy e altre di
ottima qualità di Hannah Höch, Paul Citroen, Paul Joostens,
Lajos Kassàk, che comunque per noi risultavano essere delle vere
scoperte.
Il resto della collezione avrebbe poi preso la via verso Musei
come quello di Tel Aviv per la ascendenza ebraica del
proprietario, la GNAM di Roma per la sua cittadinanza italiana
ed infine altri importanti istituti internazionali.
Ho già sottolineato in un mio testo introduttivo al catalogo
della Collezione Dada della Raccolta le sensazioni speciali
provate durante la giornata passata nei magazzini di Schwarz per
formalizzare la spartizione delle acquisizioni.
Scrivevo di ricordarla come una giornata illuminante passata
anche analizzando lo sguardo attento dei partecipanti, il
silenzio, il rispetto che tutti portavano verso il loro
interlocutore che, mentre ci segnalava ciascun oggetto, pareva
ripercorrere con una velatura di commozione ma con grande
dignità una buona parte della sua vita di intellettuale e
gallerista.
Lo stesso collezionista che supportavo nell’occasione pareva vivere
una giornata indimenticabile passando dallo stupore all’eccitazione
ed inﬁne alla coscienza del gesto importante che stava per
compiere.

Così nacque “Dada nella Raccolta dei Campiani”, senza alcun
sentimento di rimpianto ma con la consapevolezza che si forniva al
lavoro sul campo contemporaneo svolto ﬁno ad allora un patrimonio
che avrebbe dato una forma materiale alla propria vocazione.
L’intero corpus della collezione consta ora di 121 opere e suppongo
costituisca la maggiore raccolta di opere del periodo e di autori
DADA esistente in Italia.
Ora che l’intelligente progetto DadaClub.online del Link Art
Center abbia, nel centenario della nascita di Dada, rimesso in
gioco una sequenza di opere importanti selezionate tra quelle
appartenenti alla Raccolta per offrirle come spunto ideativo
alla creatività, all’estro e, perché no, alla partecipazione di
una nuova generazione di artisti dell’oggi applicati ad
esprimersi con mezzi e tecnologie del proprio tempo, mi fa
pensare ancor di più come, indipendentemente dalla qualità dei
singoli risultati, l’aria fresca e vitale messa in campo dai
nostri progenitori cent’anni fa serva ancora per formulare il
presente e fornire spazi all’ideazione del futuro.
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Hannah Höch
Musiker zu Hause, 1962
Collage
35 x 25,5 cm

Kurt Schwitters
Die Kathedrale, 1920
Lithography
22,5 x 14,4 cm

Marcel Duchamp
Handmade stereopticon slides, 1918
Litography
8 x 16 cm

Man Ray
Duchamp couché derrière la verre, 1917
Silver gelatin print
15,6 x 20,7 cm

Man Ray
Admiration of the Orchestra for the
Cinematograph, 1919
Silver gelatin print
20 x 16,5 cm

Man Ray
Belle Haleine, 1920
Silver gelatin print
22 x 17 cm
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Man Ray
Rayogram, 1924
Silver gelatin print
29 x 21,5 cm

Man Ray
Decanter, 1926
Stencil
56,2 x 38 cm

Man Ray
The meeting (revolving door), 1916/1942
Gouache on paper
36,8 x 27,8 cm

Man Ray
Long Distance, 1926
Stencil
56,2 x 38 cm

Man Ray
Orchestra, 1926
Stencil
56,2 x 38 cm

Man Ray
Cactus, 1943
Poster colour on paper
35,5 x 27,8 cm
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Man Ray
Non euclidean object, 1932
Silver gelatin print
23 x 16,8 cm

Man Ray
The Poet, 1938
Silver gelatin print
11,5 x 8 cm

Paul Citroen
Alannah, 1931
Silver gelatin print and ink drawing
24 x 18 cm

Lázló Moholy-Nagy
Self-Portrait, 1926
Silver gelatin print
24 x 18 cm

Lázló Moholy-Nagy
Untitled, 1927
Silver gelatin print
37 x 26,8 cm

Lázló Moholy-Nagy
Mord auf den Schienen, 1925
Silver gelatin print
22,4 x 16,5 cm
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Hans Richter
Untitled, 1961
Silver gelatin print
37 x 26,8 cm

Raul Hausmann
Collage, 1969
Collage on cardbord
32,8 x 32,8 cm

Stefan Themerson
21 years after 1910, 1931
Collage and photomontage
17,5 x 12 cm

3D Scans
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Man Ray
Masque Kiki, 1962
Mask painted on cardboard
20,5 x 17,5 cm

Man Ray
Ce qui manque à nous tous, 1935
Pipe glass
21,5 x 14,5 x 11 cm

Man Ray
Man Ray, 1935
Painted bronze and billiard ball
25 x 14,5 x 14,5 cm

Magazine Covers
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CABARET VOLTAIRE
Zürich, June 1916

Der Dada n.2
Berlin, December 1919

Le cœr à barbe
Paris, April 1922

DADA PHONE
Paris, March 1920

391
New York, N.3, 1 March 1917

Club Dada
Berlin, 1918
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The Blind Man
New York, May 1917

New York Dada
New York, April 1921

Rongwrong
New York, July 1917

Cannibale
Paris, 25 May 1920

Die Schammade
Köln, February 1920

DER ZELTWEG
Zürich, November 1919
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Gallery
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02/05/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | February 2016

Vuk Ćosić
Psychodada
Digital image
Based on the cover of “New York Dada”, April 1921

A dada passionate, Ćosić plays with his interest for
avant-garde typography and his love for ASCII graphics
combining the cover of a seminal dada magazine, featuring
Duchamp’s Belle Haleine, with a frame from his ASCII version
of Hitchcock’s Psyco, an early net art masterpiece.
Vuk Ćosić. Pioneer of net.art, guilty of much.
http://www.ljudmila.org/~vuk/
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02/06/2016

Stéphane Mroczkowski
Duchamp Stereopticon
Slides Re-print
Hand Press Print from digital matrix, ink
on paper, A3 sheet
Based on: Marcel Duchamp, Handmade
stereopticon slides, 1918
“I am fascinated by the constant reference
to print in Duchamp’s work. The printed
document, the «handmade» document, from the
simple stamp to the sophisticated
techniques he used for his «Green Box»
(1934) for example, incredible edition of
his studio documents in fac-simile”.
http://stephanemroczkowski.tumblr.com/

38
02/07/2016

Pier Giorgio
De Pinto
Fake3D
Animated gif/3D object
Based on: Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926
“A creator needs only one enthusiast to
justify him” Man Ray (1890-1976). A
combination between an animated gif and a
3D object inspired by the work Long
Distance, by Man Ray”.
http://www.depinto.it/

02/08/2016

Domenico Barra
Adad evar peels tae

02/09/2016

Jan Robert Leegte
Dada net art diagram
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Databending + collage
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931
“The howl of clashing pixels, a rave of colors.
Explo!ted accidental gltiches and incongruous
phot0shop effects based on principles of
i-rrationality, i-ncongruity, and i-rreverence towards
accepted aesthetic criteria l!ke hungry children
riding on a hobbyhorse at a rave chasing
contraddictions, grotesqueries, trivialities and the
meaning of life. Is it time for lunch yet? Eat D@D@!”
http://dombarra.tumblr.com

Digital image
Based on: Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926
“after: T. Whid, Abe Linkoln, Evan Roth and many, many
others”.
http://www.leegte.org/

02/11/2016

Stéphane Mroczkowski
391 Picabia Re-print
Hand Press Print from digital matrix,
ink on paper, A3 sheet
Based on magazine cover: “391 New
York”, N.3, 1 March 1917
“I am fascinated by the constant
reference to print in Duchamp’s work.
The printed document, the «handmade»
document, from the simple stamp to the
sophisticated techniques he used for
his «Green Box» (1934) for example,
incredible edition of his studio
documents in fac-simile”.
http://stephanemroczkowski.tumblr.com/
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02/13/2016

Chris Joseph
Cannibale
Website
Based on magazine cover:
“Cannibale”, Paris, 25 May 1920
“Dada alone does not smell:
it is nothing, nothing, nothing.
It is like your hopes: nothing
like your paradise: nothing
like your idols: nothing
like your heroes: nothing
like your artists: nothing
like your religions: nothing”.
From ‘Manifeste cannibale dada’ by Francis
Picabia, read at the Dada soirée
at the Théâtre de la Maison de l’Oeuvre,
Paris, 27 March 1920.
http://chrisjoseph.org/work/?page_id=285

02/15/2016

Intimidad Romero

02/16/2016

Konstantin Guz
Tension and Balance
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Digital image
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931

Digital image
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Untitled, 1927

“D@d@D @d@D@d@D @ d@D@d@D@d@D @d@,D@ d@D@d@.
@d@D@d@D@d @D@d@D@d@, D@ d@D@d@ D@d@D@d@D@d@D@d@
d@D@. d@D@d@D@d@D@d@D
@d@D@d@D@d@, D@d@D@d@D@d@ D@d@D@d@D@d@D. @d@D@d@
D@d@D@d @D@d @D@d@D @d@D@d@D@d@D@d@D@d@D@d@D”.

“In order to give some movement and highlight the
composition I added self-made geometric scans into
picture. The idea was not to disturb the image but
integrate organically new shapes that add new
interpretation and perhaps give a title for this
artwork”.

http://www.intimidad.me/

http://www.konstantinguz.com/

02/18/2016

02/19/2016

Emilie Gervais
 ڿ- —

Simone Gilberti
DaDa 1010
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Digital image
Based on: Man Ray, Belle Haleine, 1920
http://emiliegervais.com/

Glitched digital image
Based on: Hannah Höch, Musiker zu Hause, 1962
“0101 0101 0101 Dada 01010”.
https://www.facebook.com/simone.gilberti?ref=ts&fref=ts

02/24/2016

Geraldine Erman
Masque
Net Based
https://www.geraldineerman.com/kiki/Masque.html
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962
“ Using a 3D scan of Man Ray’s Masque Kiki, the
viewer is invited to experience the sculpture
via their browser, webcam (not available on
mobile devices), and simple head-tracking. The
main Javascript libraries are Auduino’s
‘Headtrackr.js’ and Three.js”.
https://www.geraldineerman.com/

02/24/2016

Dominik Podsiadly
CABARET VOLTAIRE
in the 21st Century
Digital Collage
Based on magazine cover: “Cabaret Voltaire” 1916
“The Art Condition at the Dawn of the 21st
Century”.
http://www.dominikpodsiadly.com/
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02/25/2016

02/27/2016

Silvio Lorusso
Every Black Character
Found in the Dada
Magazine Covers

Stefano Arduini
Digital art manifesto

Animated SVG
Based on: Dada magazine covers

Digital image
Based on magazine cover: “Cannibale Paris”,
25 May 1920
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http://silviolorusso.com/

02/29/2016

Debora Hirsch
The One Way To Transform
Matchboxes Into iPhone
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Digital image
Based on: Man Ray, Rayogram, 1924
“Clickbait using Man Ray’s photogram with commonplace domestic
items that challenged traditional visual representation practice
and thinking”.
http://www.deborahirsch.com/

03/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | March 2016

Harm van den Dorpel
Cat, 2016
Screenshot
Based on the cover of “New York Dada”, April 1921

The artist uploaded the work Untitled, 1961 by Hans Richter to
one of the most advanced image recognition artiﬁcial
intelligence services: The Wolfram Language Image Identiﬁcation
Project. The software recognized this work to be a “cat”.
A witty take on computer vision and on the existence of images
in the age of algorithms.
Harm van den Dorpel is a Berlin-based conceptual artist.
His broad practice includes the creation of sculpture, collage, computer animation,
computer generated graphics and interaction design. He is regarded a key ﬁgure in PostInternet art. In his work he investigates how algorithms can analyse digital archives and
guide the artist in aesthetic decision taking, leading to a symbiosis of man-machine art
creation. His ultimate goal is to reveal the reasoning structure of his own consciousness,
and his implicit associations and assumptions.
http://harmvandendorpel.com/
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03/03/2016

03/07/2016

Raquel Meyers
BURN DADA BURN

Vasily Zaitsev
ничто не длится вечно

PETSCII Collage
Based on magazine cover: “391 New York”,
N.3, 1 March 1917

Animated GIF
Based on magazine cover: “New York Dada”,
New York, April 1921
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http://www.raquelmeyers.com/

“ничто не длится вечно, и всегда ничего. дано ничего”.
http://www.mon3y.us
http://www.m0us310n.net

03/08/2016

03/11/2016

Giuseppe Spataro
#umbr311a

Leandro Estrella
dada_playGnd
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html, Javascript, three.js, threejs_playGnd
http://leandroestrella.altervista.org/dada_playGnd.html
Based on: Dada 2D Scans and Man Ray, Ce qui manque à nous
tous, 1935
http://cargocollective.com/leandroestrella

Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Decanter, 1926
“The original colors of Man Ray’s Decanter are
reversed into the umbrella’s template and they
have been replaced by their hexadecimal codes”.

03/14/2016

Marco Lonati
Sims stereopticon
Digital Collage
Based on: Marcel Duchamp, Stereopticon slides,
1918
“I saw this image and I thought: wow! This
is just like The Sims Logo, so i decided to
insert this logo into Duchamps’ work”.
https://www.facebook.com/marco.lonati.94?fref=ts

03/15/2016
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Florian Freier
Everybody is a poet
now
72 Frames, animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
“Revolving Poet” feat. crazy gradient remix.
http://www.ﬂorianfreier.de/

03/17/2016

03/18/2016

The Cool Couple
All I can see I buy

Paolo Visentini
Murder’s Chewing
Animated GIF
Based on: Lázló MoholyNagy, Mord auf den
Schienen, 1925
“I interpreted the circle
of Moholy-Nagy as a chewing
gum that the girl inﬂates
like a balloon”.
https://www.facebook.com/pa
olo.visentini1?fref=ts

51
03/21/2016

Digital Collage
Based on: Raul Hausmann, Collage, 1969
“We put Hausmann’s collage into Google Image
search engine and we were redirected to several
e-commerce websites selling clothing and
stationery. We collected the pictures and
combined them through a photoshop mask created
from the shapes of the original collage”.
http://thecoolcouple.co.uk/

Sara Compagnoni
Dadagram
Photomontage
Based on: Man Ray, Long
Distance, 1926
“What if Dada was born in the
21th century?”.
https://www.facebook.com/sara.
compagnoni?fref=ts

03/22/2016

Esteban Ottaso
Scanning
Rayograph 2.0
Based on: Man Ray, Rayogram, 1924
http://e-ottaso.tumblr.com/

52
03/23/2016

Mario Santamaría
Crossing the
Cabaret Voltaire in
Google Art Project
without
Internet connection
Dada action
Inspired by: “Cabaret Voltaire”.
Zurich, Switzerland. 1916
http://www.mariosantamaria.net/

03/29/2016

03/31/2016

Luca Romagnoli –
Nicola Roletti
3D_VideoMapping_Man
Ray_Tribute

Oliwia Blawat
Admiration of Net Artists
for the Computer
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3D Video Mapping
https://vimeo.com/157305064
Based on: Various Man Ray’s works

Digital Collage
Based on: Man Ray, Admiration of the Orchestra for the
Cinematograph, 1919
“The geometry of time and space in digital computer
atmosphere”.
http://www.oliwiablawat.pl/

04/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | April 2016

UBERMORGEN
Alannah
Photoshop Composite
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931

UBERMORGEN downloaded the work Alannah by Paul Citroen as
high-resolution ﬁle from dadaclub.online. The portrait then
underwent spacious and deep reconstructive surgery.
This image can withstand inverted doubt and it can overcome
its monochrome existence and serve again as prodigy of
traditional photography. The work is a negative affirmation and
a pointcast reﬂection on the necessity of a new dada-like
movement in our current neo-biedermeier post-internet art-world
saturated with glowing superﬁciality and on the imminent
downfall of existing markets and channels.
UBERMORGEN – lizvlx (AT, born January 30, 1973) and Hans Bernhard (CH/USA, born July 23,
1971) – are European artists who work in installation, video, code and performance.
They are doing strange things with software & hardware. Their early work is referred
to as ‘Media Hacking’ and ‘Online Performance’, combining various forms of digital
media into artistic action. In 2000, they created Vote-Auction, a vote-selling/buying
online platform and were described by CNN as ‘maverick Austrian business people’.
The New York Times called their 2005 Google Will Eat Itself project ‘simply
brilliant’. Their main inﬂuences are Rammstein, Samantha Fox, Guns N’ Roses & Duran
Duran, Pﬁzer’s Olanzapine & Hoffmann’s LSD, Lindt’s Dark Chocolate & Kentucky Fried
Chicken’s Coconut Shrimps Deluxe.
http://ubermorgen.com/
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04/04/2016

04/05/2016

Giovanni Bonanno
Occupation HX

Myriam Solar
DancerI-Flamenca391

Collages and graphics
Based on: Man Ray, Decanter, 1926

Digital image
Based on Magazine Cover: “391”, New York, N.3, 1 March 1917

“I love Man Ray and dada because they show that
freedom of expression is not conditioned by any
ﬁxed rule. In this work, image and typography
are used as a subversive tool, and join an
irreverent and at the same time poetic
dialogue”.

“Representation by physi-morphisme of idea of ﬂamenco
dance through a succession of small jagged lines that
contain irregularities, disorder, chaos and selforganization in the biodiversity and complexity
aesthetics with forms of expression animal species,
particularly terrestrial gastropods in interaction with
interspecies”.
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https://biofractal-e-museum.culturalspot.org/home

04/07/2016

04/08/2016

Camilla Bassani
Rayogram 2016

Annette Hünnekens
f(art) accommodation and
assimilation
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Scanning of objects
Based on: Man Ray, Rayogram, 1924
“How would Man Ray have made the rayograms if he had
lived 100 years later? Probably he would use the
scanner as a sensitive area. As Man Ray put objects on
photographic paper I placed the objects on the scanner,
with the light coming from the bottom rather than top.
The scanned items are similar to those used by the
artist as a form but they belong to the world of
technology”.
https://www.facebook.com/camilla.bassani.37?fref=ts

Digital image generated with Picazo app
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Self-Portrait, 1926;
Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926
“Using next generations neural networks for getting
results created sort of the way, your brain does –
ripping apart and assembling image details into
something new – that’s “accommodation and assimilation”
– something great or dada as well!”.
https://www.facebook.com/annette.huennekens

04/11/2016

Giovanni Fredi
Listen to iOS playing Dada
artworks
Music played by Qvadro app on iPhone 4s
iOS 8.1.3.
Url of the work:
https://giovannifredi.bandcamp.com/releases
Based on: all the works available on dadaclub.online
“I converted into sound the 21 images of the gallery 2D Scans
and I published them on the online music platform Bandcamp.
The album and the 21 tracks are available for free download in
mp3 format. Listen to iOS playing Dada artworks ;)”.
http://www.xn--qeiaaaaaaaaaaa.ws/
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04/12/2016

04/13/2016

Martin Vollenweider
Marguerite Buffet

Jaspal Birdi
Narcisismo
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Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
Website, P5.js with Javascript
Url of the work: http://freiraum.ch/
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931
“A famous work of Paul Citroën is getting sharper
and sharper with the music played by Marguerite
Buffet (Le Nombril Interlope by Georges Ribemont)”.

“A narcissistic lucid collage reﬂecting contemporary
digital pop culture”.
http://jaspalbirdi.com/

04/15/2016

Letizia Galli
CACTUS
Animation still
Based on: Man Ray, Cactus, 1943
“A binary tree of 1943 Man Ray’s
artwork Cactus. Cactus is about
interconnections. In our times
of social networks, Cactus grows
exponentially”.
http://www.letiziagalli.it/

04/18/2016

60

Andrea Terreni
RayNbow Glitch
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Belle
Haleine, 1920

04/19/2016

04/08/2016

Jerome Saint-Clair /
01010101
D01@01D01@01

Annette Hünnekens
f(art) accommodation and
assimilation

61

GIF / Meshlab Screen capture
Based on: Man Ray, Ce qui manque à nous tous, 1935
“Collapse although and a environment that.
Didn’t the.
It later collector invent art in commonplace
digital it 100 tools mindness became ideas and;
Celebrating although was and logics also ways.
Private collage thanks of dada.
To of collage ﬁrst contemporary.
Transfused movement dada ideas in didn’t working
pioneered together digital use concepts the to;
To invent open the dada.
And images dada were”.
http://www.saint-clair.net/
Digital image generated with Picazo app
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Self-Portrait, 1926;
Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926
“Using next generations neural networks for getting
results created sort of the way, your brain does –
ripping apart and assembling image details into
something new – that’s “accommodation and assimilation”
– something great or dada as well!”.
https://www.facebook.com/annette.huennekens

04/26/2016

Eugenio Tisselli
Richter Remixed
Algorithmic manipulation of original
image done with MIDIPoet
Based on: Hans Richter, Untitled, 1961
“– More dada! Expanded dada! Inﬁnite
Richter through algorithmic
manipulation!
– But wait! Algorithms are against
the spirit of dada, aren’t they?
– Well, you cannot go against the spirit
of dada. Because going against the spirit
of dada is in the spirit of dada too”http://motorhueso.net/

04/28/2016
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Eva Macali
Poedadat
Video loop
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
“Ha notato che siamo circondati da un
mare di occhi attenti, Poedadata
mischia pensieri e sensazioni con
colori brillanti
他注意到我们被大海高度警觉的目光环视，
波艾达达塔
它伴着明亮的颜色融合了思想与感觉
He noticed we’re surrounded by a sea
of gazing eyes, Poedadat has bright
colours to keep together thoughts and
vibes”.
http://www.evamacali.info/

04/29/2016

Alysse Stepanian
#InstigateAgitateAnimate | DADA

Animated GIF
Based on: Magazine Covers: “CABARET VOLTAIRE” and
“Cannibale”; Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962; Man Ray, Ce qui
manque à nous tous, 1935
“What is it that is missing in all of us? Is it
“imagination”, “dialectical reasoning” or something else?
In celebrating Dada’s spirit of provocation, I name this
work after a project that I’ve been mulling over for some
time. It has to do with the potential offered by 3D
animation in creating work with the combined powers of fact
and speculative ﬁction. I am interested in challenging,
instigating, agitating, and ultimately animating, THOUGHT
through ACTION. This work is the precursor to the upcoming
series under this same title”.
http://alyssestepanian.com/
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05/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | May 2016

JODI
goo?EWsa=777777777777777777777//rjOWQWbshLgo
15 ResultsSearched over 14.832 billion images.for image: 7.jpg
Based on: Magazine cover “Rongwrong”, “New York”, July 1917; and Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931

Feel free to dive into their classic email art, where a
cascade of ASCII abracadabra conceals the link to a Google
Image Search for “ridgeﬁeld gazook”, revealing the cover of
Dada’s magazine “Rongwrong” and Alannah by Paul Citroen.
The Belgian-Dutch arts duo, JODI (Joan Heemskerk and Dirk Paesmans) were among the ﬁrst
artists to investigate and subvert conventions of the Internet, computer programs, and
video and computer games. Radically disrupting the very language of these systems,
including interfaces, commands, errors and code, JODI stages extreme digital
interventions that destabilize the relationship between computer technology and its
users.
http://wwwwwwwww.jodi.org/
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05/05/2016

05/05/2016

Antonella Interisano
Revolvingglitch

Giulia Ravi Ravasi
Blink Dada
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Glitched digital image
Based on: Man Ray, The meeting (revolving door),
1916/1942

Animated GIF
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931
“I wish photos were alive and moving. I wish they
could show the previous moment before the photo was
taken and next one. That’s what I did to Citroen’s
work of art”.
https://www.facebook.com/terry.r.young.7?fref=ts

05/06/2016

Diana Kudryavtseva
AABCEILNN
Animated GIF
Based on magazine cover: “Cannibale Paris”,
25 May 1920
“An anagram, beside being one of the oldest
type of remix, it’s a combination game that
rearranges the elements of the world in
unpredictable ways”.

67
05/10/2016

Jeannot GrandLapin
dadaca#camouﬂage
Mixed digital media
Based on: all the works available on
dadaclub.online
“A series of 3D generated stealth aircrafts
on a mosaic of 24 screenshots from a
randomly generated multimedia animation.
No meaning intended”.
http://www.grandlapin.tumblr.com/

05/11/2016

Vasiliki Biska
Stereotypon Slide
Digital collage
Based on: Handmade stereopticon
slides, Duchamp, 1918; “Rongwrong”
Magazine Cover, 1917
“Stereopticon ﬂoating through time
into the sea”.
https://www.facebook.com/vasiliki.bis
ka?fref=ts
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05/12/2016

Ueli Sager
Man Ray: with scalp
Collage
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
“Transplantation of Hair-Sculpture to
the bottom of the head as a
deconstructive DaDa-act”.

05/13/2016

Andrea Lucifero
Essence
Processing3 “ASCII Art”
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Self-Portrait, 1926
“We live in a time where we no longer distinguish
truth from false, in a form of anarchy, where the
official Medias, creating the chaos, dominate the
mind. In “Essence”, the Lázló Moholy-Nagy’s work
“Self Portrait”, represents the human kind and the
particles (ASCII characters) reproduce the chaotic
state of mind of every single individual that tries
to cooperate against a corrupted system. According
to Dada Style, where they aim for the freedom of
speech and creativity”.
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05/17/2016

Ludovic Coutinho
Dada Scan
Glitched digital image
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy,
Untitled, 1927
“Triptych from the Lázló MoholyUntitled, 1927″.
http://ludoviccoutinho.portfoliobo
x.net/

05/19/2016

Rick Niebe
Combat Dada Gif
Animated GIF
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Mord auf
den Schienen, 1925
“A moholoynagyan rhythm for a postpunk combat gif”.
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05/20/2016

Uwe Heine Debrodt
Cactus – Head
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Cactus, 1943
“The individual thoughts (each head)
form a collective consciousness as
you would the thorns with cactus.
Los pensamientos individuales (cada
cabeza) forman una conciencia
colectiva como lo haria las espinas
con el cactus”.
http://i.giphy.com/l41Yav63xI5BLHYbK.
gif

05/24/2016

Leonardo Petrucci
Porno DaDaDa – Rrose
Sélavy
Video, sound, 0:41 min
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7uHGT_
30mo
Based on: Man Ray, Belle Heleine, 1920
“The video is made with the image of
Man Ray’s Belle Haleine edited with a
red ﬁlter, and the audio is taken from
various Amateur Russian porn movies,
where the actors say DA (yes in
Russian) in the moments of pleasure”.
https://www.facebook.com/leonardo.petru
cci.50
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05/26/2016

Alice Palamenghi
Postinternet Poet
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
“The Poet + gradient + old mac +
postinternet”.
https://www.instagram.com/postapp/

05/27/2016

Myron Tee
ANTDaDa/TeH
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki,
1962
http://tee-poe.blogspot.it/

05/30/2016

72

Valerio Buccino
Black and White
to RGB
Digital image
Base on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy,
Self-Portrait, 1926; Man Ray,
Long Distance, 1926
“From daguerreotypes to
digital world that represents
the colors with the red
system, green and blue through
the artistic movement of
Dadaism”.

73

06/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | June 2016

Aram Bartholl
your happiness guaranteed
Image on t-shirt
Based on: Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926

I tried to get this image printed on a t-shirt but the company
called, was very confused and even thought their software was
having a bug. We are trained to think very much in categories and
only can imagine the expected. dada is a great example for a
movement breaking boundaries of all kinds, tossing the unexpected
over the audience. startup approved! Let s make a t-shirt!
Aram Bartholl's work creates an interplay between internet, culture and reality.
How do our taken-for-granted communication channels inﬂuence us? Bartholl asks not just what
humans are doing with media, but what media is doing with humans. Tensions between public and
private, online and offline, techno-lust and everyday life are at the core of his work and his
public interventions and installations, often entailing surprisingly physical manifestations
of the digital world, challenge our concepts of reality and incorporeality. Bartholl has
exhibited at MoMA Museum of Modern Art NY, the Pace Gallery NY and London's Hayward Gallery as
well as conducting countless workshops, talks and performances internationally. Bartholl lives
and works in Berlin.
http://datenform.de/indexeng.html
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06/03/2016

Laura Alessandra
D’Auria
391 Tears
Animated GIF
Based on Magazine Cover: “391” New York,
N.3, 1 March 1917
“I saw this magazine cover, the picture
on it seemed to be crying, then I
started my work from this point”.
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06/07/2016

Vedran Gligo
DadaData
Dadaclub.online text + dada graph =
asemic visual
Based on: all works and data on
dadaclub.online
“While tinkering with the data mining
tool Rapidminer Studio I got the idea
to create a dataset from
dadaclub.online (text) content.
This is a ring visualization of the
website’s keywords”.
https://www.facebook.com/v3d.space

06/09/2016

Dina Karadžić & Vedran
Gligo
Pivilion test run#2: ~
interpretations ~
“Documentative web archive of a collaborative P2P
darknet remix performance, containing ~40 glitch
remixes of the single source image. Based on: Man
Ray, The Poet, 1938
Pivilion test run#2 : ~ interpretations ~
telehosted concept test; a performative P2P
processual demonstration
The work was done at : The Artist Is Online exhibition,
April 2, 2016 // 7pm–11 pm // Römerstr. 2A, Stuttgart
This performance was done as a part of the Pivilion project. Pivilion is a decentralized, uncensored, user-curated
web gallery operating system and gallery management software running on nodes hosted by the general public and
distributed through clearnet and Tor. The aim of the gallery-host project is to create a nomadic free virtual
environment that connects art-oriented users (both creators and consumers) by offering a participatory model of
interaction. With Aleksandra Pieńkosz, Asymetr, Domenico Barra, Dragana Dimitrijević, Flávio Carvalho, j3d1n4,
Mauro Caldas, pirate sheep, Tomasz Sulej, Tú.ùk’z, v3d,…”.
http://pivilion.net/readme

06/10/2016

PirateSheep
Pivilion test run#2:
~ interpretations ~
Databending
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
This work is part of the project “Pivilion test
run#2: ~ interpretation” curated by Dina Karadzic
and Vedran Gligo.
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06/14/2016

06/16/2016

PirateSheep
Pivilion test run#2:
~ interpretations ~

Domenico Barra
Death of a man, birth of
a poet

Databending
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938

Databending of ﬁle format .iff + .pcx + .bmp –
(Hex Editor XVI32 + Audacity)
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
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This work is part of the project “Pivilion test
run#2: ~ interpretation ~ ” curated by Dina
Karadzic and Vedran Gligo.

This work is part of the project “Pivilion test run#2:
~ interpretation ~ ” curated by Dina Karadzic and
Vedran Gligo.
https://www.facebook.com/ddbarra

06/17/2016

Matteo Leone
First Love
Animated GIF
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy,
Mord auf den Schienen, 1925
“I took Lazlo’s work and I
remade it inspiring myself from
the anti-war tendencies of
Dadaism.
I inserted in the picture
images of the First World War
and I replaced the woman with a
soldier. The hearts moving in
the picture go in contrast with
the concept of war”.
https://www.facebook.com/matteo
leone93
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06/21/2016

Ultrabianka
(Bianka Oravecz)
club dada
Digital image
Based on Magazine Cover:
“Club Dada”, Berlin, 1918
That’s a beautiful speech, but
nobody’s listening. Let’s go.
— Alfred Jarry, Ubu Roi
http://biankaoravecz.com/

06/23/2016

06/24/2016

Stefano Santulli
Belle Lion

Haan-Yuu Feeng
Evolution from dada to meme

Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Belle Haleine, 1920

Video loop. Sound Design by: Doggo Taxi
On Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/171249814
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931; Hannah Höch, Musiker
zu Hause, 1962; Man Ray, Admiration of the Orchestra for
the Cinematograph, 1919; Man Ray, Rayogram, 1924
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https://www.facebook.com/stefano.santulli.75

“Evolution from dada to meme, scientiﬁc proof.
從達達演進梅梅，科學論證。”.
http://fhyworkspace.tumblr.com/

06/28/2016

06/28/2016

Heinz Kralle Schielmann
dada_sorting_.jpg

Donnie Fredericks
Musician at Home

81

Digital Manipulation, Digital Collage
Based on: Man Ray, Rayogram, 1924

3D image sculpted in ZBrush and rendered in Cinema 4D
Based on: Hannah Höch, Musiker zu Hause, 1962

https://www.facebook.com/heinz.schielmann.1?fref=ts

https://www.facebook.com/donnie.ketchumfredericks?fref=ts

07/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | July 2016

IOCOSE
Moving Dada Foward
Animated GIF
Based on Magazine Cover: “Le cœr à barbe”, Paris, April 1922
View the complete series: http://iocose.org/works/move_dada_forward.html

In this series IOCOSE take the objects of the DADA magazine cover
Le cœr à barbe (Paris, France, 1922) and move them forward.
It is part of a larger series of works in which IOCOSE move the
world forward, one object at the time.
IOCOSE are a collective of four artists and have been working as a group since 2006. IOCOSE’s
art investigates the after-failure moment of the teleological narratives of technological and
cultural development, in regards to both their enthusiastic and pessimistic visions.
They have been exhibiting internationally at several art institutions and festivals,
including Venice Biennale (2011, 2013), Tate Modern (London, 2011), Science Gallery (Dublin,
2012) Jeu de Paume (Paris, 2011), FACT (Liverpool, 2012), Transmediale (Berlin, 2013, 2015),
and featured in publications such as Wired magazine, The Creators Project, Flash Art, Neural,
Liberation, Der Spiegel, El Pais.
http://iocose.org/
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07/05/2016

07/07/2016

Simone Gilberti
How we work on Dada

Andreas Agam
Murder on the Screen

Digital Collage
Based on: Man Ray, Decanter, 1926

Digital Collage
Based on:Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Mord auf den Schienen, 1925

“How every net artist should work on Dada 100”.

“I took Lázló Moholy-Nagy Mord auf den Schienen, 1925 and
reused the circular spaces to accentuate the feeling of
being a murder target, adding imagery of my own projects.
I like to investigate how images are able to re-condition
attitudes towards politics and morality. The shift of
meaning from “Schienen” towards “Screen” adds another
layer of semantic ambiguity to it”.
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https://www.facebook.com/simone.gilberti?fref=ts

https://www.facebook.com/andreas.maria?fref=ts

07/08/2016

Ightpre
VI
Digital image
Based on: Man Ray, Decanter, 1926
http://ightpre.tumblr.com/
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07/12/2016

Marco Lonati
391 The Dada
Punisher
Digital Collage
Based on Magazine Cover: “391”
N.3, New York, 1 March 1917
“With this work, inspired by one
of the Picabia drawing, I tried
to remake an image cover of a
magazine, remixing it with
Punisher’s comics”.
https://www.facebook.com/marco.l
onati.94

07/14/2016

07/15/2016

bituur esztreym
1[non 2]|_dédicace
é à tout Dada

Elena Romenkova
Strange mood

photo _ image _ dé/re|doublement
Based on: various Man Ray’s artworks

3D, glitch with notepad
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931; Man Ray, Masque
Kiki, 1962
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http://leromash.tumblr.com/

07/19/2016

07/21/2016

Od Niwr
Poetic Mute

Ed Fornieles
Explorer
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Text, Facebook post
Based on Magazine Cover: “Dada Phone”, Paris, March 1920
Modiﬁed WordPad Glitch
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
“Twisted and digitized by the onslaught of
technology, the poet has been rendered mute”.
https://www.facebook.com/Od-Niwr1439036323032992/?fref=ts

http://edfornieles.com/

07/26/2016

Domenico Barra
belie\/e_your
o\/\/n eyes
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki,
1962
https://www.facebook.com/ddbarr
a?fref=ts

07/28/2016
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Esther Miquel
Handmade
Stereopticon
Slides (digital
version)
Digital video
Based on: Marcel Duchamp,
Handmade Stereopticon Slides,
1918
http://www.esthermiquel.com/
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08/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | August 2016

Patrick Lichty
Catcus (I am not really conﬁdent, but I think
it’s a group of men sitting next to a cat.)
JPG ﬁle
Based on: Man Ray, Cactus, 1943

Patrick Lichty chose Man Ray’s 1943 Cactus, and with the
switching of two letters, updated it for the internet as
“Catcus”, also referring to Kurt Scwitters’ 1923 DadaCats.
The subtitle is the resulting image’s results on Microsoft’s
CaptionBot, which seemed amazingly suited to the piece.
Patrick Lichty is an Intermedia artist, curator, and theorist exploring how media shape our
perception of reality. He is best known for his work with the virtual reality performance art
group Second Front, and the animations with the activist group, The Yes Men. He is a
CalArts/Herb Alpert Fellow and Whitney Biennial exhibitor as part of the collective RTMark.
He has presented and exhibited internationally at numerous biennials and triennials
(Yokohama, Venice, Performa, Maribor, Turin, Sundance), and conferences (ISEA, SIGGRAPH,
Popular Culture Association, SLSA, SxSW). His recent book, “Variant Analyses: Interrogations
of New Media Culture” was released by the Institute for Networked Culture, and is included in
the Oxford Handbook of Virtuality.
http://www.voyd.com/
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08/09/2016

José Irion Neto
Untitled
Glitch Art work based on corrupted IFS
representatin
Based on Magazine Cover: “Le cœr à barbe”
Paris, April 1922
http://www.gravuradigital.com/
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08/11/2016

Tyler Kline
|_\\|_\_\
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Non euclidean object, 1932;
Lazlo Moholy-Nagy, Untitled, 1927, and SelfPortrait 1926; Magazine Cover: “391” New York,
March 1917.
“Grenade
thought,
employed
Dance of

ﬁred into the bunker of Cartesian
using the platonic tools of measurement
by the Empire. Non Euclidean, Absurdist
Afro-Quantum Futurism”.

https://www.facebook.com/tykline3

08/18/2016

Inhye Lee
Plus Belle Haleine
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Belle Haleine, 1920
“With my limited French language knowledge, I decided
that the woman in the branding was called “Haleine”
and she could be more beautiful. (Although I don’t
think that’s her name…, sometimes, it’s good to be
ignorant so I can get lost. Is that Duchamp in
disguise? )
These days, beautifying or changing our external
appearances is easily achievable with just a few
clicks on a mobile app. I wonder what the
dada/conceptual artists of 100 years ago would think
about today’s technology and its implication on ready
made.
For this work, I wanted to take on the ready made
concept, so I mostly used freely available mobile apps
and their effect. I was quite amazed how much I was
able to get done on mobile apps only…!”.
http://www.inhyelee.com/portfolio/

08/25/2016

Mitch Posada
Melting Array
Computational axis image shifting
Based on: Man Ray, Cactus, 1943
https://mposada.tumblr.com/
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09/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | September 2016

Michael Mandiberg
Man Ray, The Poet, as tagged
by Amazon Mechanical Turk (total cost $4.64)
Found image ﬁle with EXIF metadata created by Amazon Mechanical Turk workers
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938

“I commissioned Amazon Mechanical Turk workers to write a
description, and create tags for Man Ray’s photograph The Poet.
Each of the 10 Turkers submitted 6 tags describing the image;
I took all tags that appeared at least twice. The pragmatic
description and factually accurate tags are embedded as EXIF data
in the original image ﬁle”.
Michael Mandiberg is an interdisciplinary artist, scholar, and educator. His work traces the
lines of political and symbolic power online, working on the Internet in order to comment on and
or intercede in the real and poetic ﬂows of information. He lives in, and rides his bicycle
around, Brooklyn. His work lives at Mandiberg.com.
http://www.mandiberg.com/
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09/06/2016

Mark Klink
KikiGlitch
Jpeg image rendered using Blender 3d
Post-processing using Paint.net
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962
“The Kiki mask .ply ﬁle was duplicated and
imported into Blender. Before import, some of
the duplicates were opened using a
spreadsheet, and both the vertex positions and
vertex colors were ‘glitched.’ Within Blender,
various manipulations of the normals and
diffuse colors were applied to the imported
copies, as well as further modeling,
remeshing, scaling, etc”.
http://srcxor.tumblr.com/
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09/09/2016

Benjamin Berg
Man Raymix
Animated GIF. Remix with dithering and custom
color tables
Based on: Man Ray, Orchestra, 1926
https://www.facebook.com/stallio?fref=ts

09/13/2016

Kamilia Kard
Ma Main, Ray (2016)
3D Modeling, digital image
Based on: Man Ray, Main Ray, 1935
“Wanting to pay a tribute to Man Ray’s Main Ray (1935),
a mannequin hand holding a billiard ball, I turned it
into a 3D model. In Ma Main, Ray (2016), I replaced the
billiard ball with a glass marble, a woman’s bust
casted into it. The female body is a reference to my
recent series Woman as a Temple, featuring a parade of
headless, often overweight female bodies rendered in
unnatural colors and unusual materials. The series will
be soon released by Editorial Vortex as an artist book”.
http://kamiliakard.org/

09/16/2016

Joëlle Duval

Ce que vous jugerez bien, dans la réalité je ne nomme aucun
visuel) 1O155 est la traduction numérique de Joe: dadajoe#1O155
Photos = Photoshop. Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962. “Transformation d’un tournesol ENIVRER de soleil”.
https://www.facebook.com/joelle.duval.70?fref=ts/
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09/20/2016

09/23/2016

Thvnderkat
Untitled

Giovanna Cerise
Unknown

3D image
Based on: Man Ray, Orchestra, 1926

Digital image, 3D model, rendering, snapshot,
post production
Based on: Man Ray, Rayogram, 1924
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http://thvnderkat.tumblr.com/

“Where the wind will bring?”.
http://giovannacerise.blogspot.it/

09/27/2016

Uwe Heine Debrodt
DDDD – AAAA – DDDD – AAAA
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962; Man Ray,
Cactus, 1943; Man Ray, Belle Haleine, 1920;
Magazine cover: “Cannibale”, Paris, 1920
“In the Dadaist museum”.
https://www.facebook.com/uwe.debrodt?ref=ts&fr
ef=ts

09/28/2016

Myrto Amorgianou
Digital Ruins
Animated GIF, pixelsorting, glitch-art
Based on: Man Ray, Decanter, 1926
“From dada art to glitch art
from still image to animated GIF
(metamorphosis, shapeshifting)“.
http://ruins-digitales.tumblr.com/
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10/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | October 2016

Emilie Gervais
Deadho
Pastel goth tumblr based collage of gifs over Parked Domain Girl channeling Alannah
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931

“Alannah’s dead”.
The work is an addition to the series Most Famous Girl Online,
where the parked domain girl meets an army of animated internet
characters.
Emilie Gervais is a 46 years old WWW surfer currently living & working in Marseille (France).
She holds a Master degree from l'Ecole supérieure d'art d'Aix-en-Provence. Her work focuses on
languages, play and network culture. Her works have been exhibited in several galleries and
museums including Centre Culturel Bellegarde, Toulouse; Domain Gallery; Palais des Beaux-Arts,
Wien; Barbican Centre, London; and presented in festival such as Ars Electronica, Linz and
Transmediale, Berlin.
http://emiliegervais.com/
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10/04/2016

10/07/2016

Aleksandra Pieńkosz
Pivilion test run#2:
~ interpretations ~

Volodymyr Bilyk
Cannibale Asemic

Digital image glitched with imageslicer.pde
script by Tomasz Sulej
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938

Tweaked image
Based on Magazine Cover: “Cannibale”, Paris,
25 May 1920

“The work was a part of The artist is online
exhibition. I glitched The Poet by Man Ray with
the screenshot of a darknet page that has been
displayed during the performance Pivilion test
run#2”.

“Image transformed by Cutout and Stamp ﬁlters“.
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https://www.behance.net/alepienkosz

https://www.facebook.com/volodymyr.bilyk?fref=ts

10/11/2016

10/14/2016

Stéphane Mroczkowski
Post letterpress Der
Dada n°2

Myriam Thyes
Taeuber-Arp’s Growing
Lines
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Hand press print from digital matrix, black typographic ink
on paper, A3 sheet
Based on Magazine Cover: “Der Dada” n°2, 1919
“This print is based on Der Dada 2 cover from 1919. I wanted to re-print this
magazine cover as an unique, with the typical margins of classic etching prints,
and with elements that make allusion to the often fastidious typographical
composition of that time. I used 9 copies of the downloaded image and re-composed
the cover on my computer screen using each copy as a window, reframing and
focusing on each element of the composition. The computer windows elements
(scroll bar, frame, name of the ﬁle…) play as an equivalent to the printers tools
to compose a page on letterpress works (reglets, quoins, spacers…). The result is
a composition with windows, insisting on the fact that it is an ensemble of
digital copies. Then I printed on my printing press this computer composition, to
highlight the paper and ink side of this iconic cover”.

http://stephanemroczkowski.tumblr.com/

Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Non euclidean object, 1932
“One of Sophie Taeuber-Arp’s compositions
LIGNES GEOMETRIQUES ET ONDOYANTES (1941) grows
out of Man Ray’s Football sculpture like a
secret ﬁre”.
http://www.thyes.com/

10/18/2016

John Bumstead
Untitled
Photograph of cracked screens and digital collage
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Mord auf den
Schienen, 1925
“I decided to forgo the literal depiction of a
threat in favor of a looming presence. While
the broken screens appear inherent to the
laptops, the symmetry between them suggests a
window into another world.
John Bumstead owns a laptop repair business
and his work generally utilizes a combination
of broken screens and the output of defective
graphics processors”.

10/21/2016
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Albert Zaragoza Gas
Man Ray Dada Club
Albert Zaragoza Gas
Blender Render
Based on: Man Ray, Main Ray, 1935

10/25/2016

Yamada Hanako
The Blind Woman
Animated GIF
Based on Magazine Cover: “The Blind Man”,
New York, May 1917
“THERE ARE MORE PICTURES OF THE THINGS THAN
THE THINGS THEMSELVES. I demand the privilege
to be blind. Blind as the prophet Tiresias
and as the unborn who hasn’t discover the
world yet. I demand the privilege to not see,
to foresee, to see only where there is no
light”.
http://www.yamadahanako.org/

10/28/2016

Mariana Gomez
Velasquez
title.un
Digital collage
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Untitled, 1927
“Digital manipulation, printed, cut,
watercolour, scanned and digital manipulated
again”.
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11/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | November 2016

Evan Roth
stereopticon.gif
A two frame animation created from Duchamp’s 1918 stereopticon
Based on: Marcel Duchamp, Handmade stereopticon slides, 1918

The work is a simple two frame animation created from Marcel
Duchamp’s Handmade Stereopticon Slides (1918), that underlines the
connection between the short looped animations made today using the
Graphic Interchange Format, or GIF, with the early history of
cinema, populated by optical instruments and studies on motion and
perception.
Evan Roth is an American artist based in Paris whose practice visualizes and archives culture
through unintended uses of technologies. Creating prints, sculptures, videos and websites, his
work explores the relationship between misuse and empowerment and the effect that philosophies
from hacker communities can have when applied to digital and non-digital systems.
http://www.evan-roth.com/shows/
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11/04/2016

11/08/2016

Uğur Engin Deniz
Orchestra on Kiki

George Cringasu
[DIGITS]
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Digital Polygonal Study
Based on: Man Ray, Orchestra, 1926; Man Ray, Masque
Kiki, 1962
http://ugurengindeniz.tumblr.com/

Digital Image, 3D Rendering
Based on: Man Ray, Main Ray, 1935
https://www.artsy.net/artist/george-cringasu

11/11/2016

11/15/2016

Serg Nehaev
Astronauts courses for
housewives

Daniele Carrera
CANNIBALE 391

109

Digital collage
Based on Magazine Cover: “New York Dada”, New York,
April 1921
http://sergnehaev.tumblr.com/
https://ello.co/serg_nehaev

Glitch, pixel sorting, databending, digital
collage
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Untitled, 1927;
Hans Richter, Untitled, 1961. Magazine covers:
“391”, New York, N.3, 1 March 1917;
“Cannibale”, Paris, 25 May 1920
“Dada graphic with a touch of digital glitchs”.

11/18/2016

Cara Delavignette
Writer’s Block
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
“Selection shapes the subscript”.
http://leloovre.tumblr.com/

110
11/22/2016

Franziska Von Guten
DADA IS DAD
Digital image
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
“DADA IS DAD.
DADAISM IS OUR DADDY COOL.
POST INTERNET – DANK FACEBOOK – MEME –
CYBERGHETTO ARE THE NEW DADA”.

11/25/2016

11/29/2016

Michaël Borras
A.K.A Systaime
MAN RAY / KOONS

Fausto Gilberti
Eau de toilette
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Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Main Ray, 1935
http://www.systaime.com/blog/

Markers and digital collage
Based on: Man Ray, Belle Haleine, 1920
http://faustogilberti.tumblr.com/

12/01/2016

MONTHLY FEATURE | December 2016

Lorna Mills
Doitdoitdoit
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962

“A bloody-minded animated GIF from a furious Muse”.
Canadian artist, Lorna Mills has actively exhibited her work in both solo and group exhibitions
since the early 1990's, both in Canada and internationally. Her practice has included obsessive
Ilfochrome printing, obsessive painting, obsessive super 8 ﬁlm & video, and obsessive on-line
animated GIFs incorporated into restrained off-line installation work.
Recent exhibitions include Abrupt Diplomat at the Marshal McLuhan Salon for Transmediale, At Play
in the Fields of the Lord at Transfer Gallery, Brooklyn NY, Transfer Download at the Current
Museum, NY and currently, Dreamlands: Immersive Cinema and Art, 1905-2016 at the Whitney Museum, NY.
She has also co-curated monthly group GIF projections, with Rea McNamara, for the “Sheroes”
performance series in Toronto, a group GIF projection event “When Analog Was Periodical” in
Berlin with Anthony Antonellis, and a four person GIF installation, “:::Zip The Bright:::” at
Trinity Square Video in Toronto, with Sara Ludy, Nicolas Sassoon and Rick Silva.
Lorna Mills’ most recent curation project, Ways of Something is a collaborative remake of the
1972 John Berger documentary Ways of Seeing episodes one through four, featuring 113 networked
artists.
http://www.digitalmediatree.com/sallymckay/LornaMillsImageDump/
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12/06/2016

Alice Palamenghi
Deep in vaporwave world
3d animation, animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962
“3d kiki in vaporwave world”.
https://www.instagram.com/postapp/

12/09/2016

114

Serg Nehaev
1917
Digital collage
Based on Magazine Cover: “391” New York, N.3, 1
March 1917
http://sergnehaev.tumblr.com/
https://ello.co/serg_nehaev

12/13/2016

Giulio Regosa
In principio era uno
3D image
Based on: Marcel Duchamp, Handmade stereopticon slides, 1918
“Stereoscopy is a technique used and the viewing of images,
drawings, photographs and ﬁlms, adapted to transmit an illusion
of three-dimensionality, similar to that generated by the
binocular vision of the human visual system.
The image “stereoscopies à la main” allows you to enjoy the
images separately, but the lack of a suitable non-stereoscopic
vision allows you to enjoy them in three dimensions.
Starting from two separate images for each eye I made a 3D
image which, using simple glasses with magenta and cyan lens,
allows you to see the three-dimensional effect, bringing the
object photographed in a uniﬁed and real way”.

12/16/2016

Cless
Untitled
Digital collage
Based on: Kurt Schwitters, Die Kathedrale, 1920; Man Ray,
The Poet, 1938; Man Ray, Orchestra, 1926; Man Ray Non
euclidean object, 1932; Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962
“Sir Mix-a-Lot. Man Ray over DER ZELTWEG; Kurt Schwitters over
Man Ray The Poet; Man Ray Orchestra over Kurt Schwitters Die
Kathedrale; and over Man Ray, Man Ray Non euclidean object.
Over this one, eye and lip Masque Kiki by Man Ray with
ornaments from Raul Hausmann collage. Signed by Tristan
Tzara. No. 1. And so on”.
http://www.cless.info/
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12/20/2016

Annamaria Andrea
Dada recognition
Snapchat pictures and video of Alannah and me – ready
made photo ﬁlters
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931
“The project is based on a popular mobile application,
Snapchat, and the possibility (or failure?) offered by its
facial recognition system, able to identify faces also in
images of faces (or objects and drawings similar to faces).
I printed a copy of the artwork and then I created a
custom proﬁle on Snapchat application. In this proﬁle I’m
collecting snapchat pictures and video of the artwork,
and me with the artwork: the facial recognition system
recognizes Alannah’s face and so multiple ﬁlters can be
applied and overimposed. In the same way the artist added
ink drawing to the silver gelatin print, so I modify the
artwork adding snapchat ﬁlters as a further level”.
http://andreavitalidesign.it/
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12/23/2016

Johann Baron Lanteigne
Orb State
Audio visual animation
Based on: Man Ray, Main Ray, 1935
“Orb State is an immersive trip in a surrealist
environment. As we come upon an orb in its natural
habitat, we witness its harvesting and ascension to an
airy state. Thus portraying an abstract representation
of the automation of industrialization by its cold and
sequenced aesthetics. The transformation is experienced
through a fusion of sound and image resulting from
several exchanges between the two collaborators, Faderunner and Johann Baron Lanteigne during the summer of
2015. The visuals are an integration of manipulated video glitch and motion graphics reminiscent of video games
from the early 2000’s that were inspired and controlled by the sound. In the same manner, Fade Runner’s fusion
of organic sounds and synthetic textures reﬂects the orb’s unstable state”.
http://johannbaronlanteigne.com/

12/27/2016

Letizia Galli
Long distance 2016
Computer generated image
Based on: Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926
“Long Distance 2016 is mine tribute to Man
Ray’s work Long Distance based on a deformed
binary progression. The title itself has an
evoking quality of the very long distance
among those times and nowadays in terms of
artistic expressions and indeed everything
else”.
http://www.letiziagalli.it/

12/30/2016

Serg Nehaev
CABARET VOLTAIRE
Digital collage
Based on Magazine Cover: “CABARET VOLTAIRE”,
Zürich, June 1916
http://sergnehaev.tumblr.com/
https://ello.co/serg_nehaev
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Raquel Meyers
dadarchy
Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926

“Inspired by Man Ray’s stencil Long Distance (1926), dadarchy features
PETSCII characters brutalizing dada like a concrete poem. ‘Raw force
shaped in text, ﬂat and brutal. It’s dadarchy time!’ PETSCII (PET
Standard Code of Information Interchange), also known as CBM ASCII,
is the character set used in Commodore Business Machines (CBM)’s 8-bit
home computers, starting with the PET from 1977.”.
Raquel Meyers is a Spanish artist based in Sweden who deﬁnes her practice as KYBDslöjd (drawing by
Type In), a brutalist storytelling about technology and keystrokes where text is used unadorned and
roughcast, like concrete. Brutalism has an unfortunate reputation of evoking a raw dystopia and
KYBDslöjd evokes an “object of nostalgia”. But nostalgic, retro, obsolete or limited are rhetoric
qualities earn by constant repetition. We live in a time where hardware and software become obsolete
before most of the users have learned how to use them or disappear into pure functionality. The
obedience to standards has made us passive observers and consumers.
Since 2004 Meyers has performed at festivals like Transmediale, Fylkingen, Piksel, Mapping, MFRU,
HeK, or Cimatics, at 8bit events like Tokyo Blip Festival and the Playlist exhibition, as well at
Liste Art Fair Basel, Xpo Gallery, Click New Media Arts Festival, Alt_Cph, LABoral, FILE and iMAL,
among others. In 2016, Meyers has been artist in residence at Le Shadok, Strasbourg, where her ﬁrst
solo show has been organized in collaboration with the Strasbourg European Fantastic Film Festival.
http://www.raquelmeyers.com/
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Marco Cadioli
I am not really conﬁdent

Volodymyr Bilyk
Mediate
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Microsoft captionbot.ai Test
Based on: Paul Citroen, Alannah, 1931
“Artiﬁcial Intelligence is rapidly progressing thanks
to the development of “deep learning” systems. Neural
networks are trained to recognize images and describe
them with words. Captionbot.ai is an AI created by
Microsoft that combines Computer Vision and Natural
Language to describe contents of images. Its frequent
errors became a meme in early 2016, sharing the
funniest results. I submitted the Citroen’s artwork to
Captionbot.ai and the result is deﬁnitely DaDa”.
http://www.marcocadioli.com/

Digital image
Based on Magazine Cover: “New York Dada”,
April 1921
“Turning simple cheeky cover into a meditation
piece – pulsating white surround black”.
https://www.facebook.com/volodymyr.bilyk

01/10/2017

01/03/2017

Nikolas Koroloff
Dada Mosh Under Doors

Emiliano Zucchini
Voidgram, the absence is
the level with zero alpha
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Animated GIF
Based on: Man Ray, The meeting (revolving door),
1916/1942
“40 frames on data coloration and convulsion”.
https://www.facebook.com/TRANKILLLO?fref=ts

Digital manipulation
Based on: Man Ray, Rayogram, 1924
“The objects represented in rayogram occur
exclusively in their material footprint loses an
original identity. In computer graphics, the white
and gray checkerboard pattern represents no color,
emptiness, absence“.
http://www.emilianozucchini.com/

01/17/2017

John Bumstead
Untitled
Collage of screenshots from a MacBook Pro with a malfunctioning NVIDIA GeForce 8600M
GT graphics processor, Animated GIF
Based on Magazine Cover: “391, New York, N.3”, 1 March 1917
“The image was cut into 10 equal segments which were fed individually into a 2008
MacBook Pro 17” laptop with a defective graphics processor. The laptop was allowed
to affect each segment, during which approximately 20 screenshots of each were taken.
The screenshots were then reassembled into 10 complete images, taking care to keep
all segments in proper location. Defective GPUs produce “randomly predictable”
output, but by assembling collages of many different screenshots I hoped to produce a
distinctly different aesthetic than would be created by allowing the GPU to affect the
whole image at once”.
https://www.rdklinc.com/
01/18/2017
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Fotis Begetis
Reconstructing Modernity
Static 3d render
Based on: Man Ray, The meeting (revolving door), 1916/1942
“The idea was to try and reconstruct through parametric and algebraic
mathematical modeling some of the forms found on the original Man Ray
piece (the central helicoid,for example) and project them in 3d space”.
https://www.facebook.com/fotisb2

01/20/2017

Giulio Regosa
Solid and Matted
Digital collage
Based on: Man Ray, The poet, 1938

01/21/2017

01/23/2017

Renee Carmichael
crypto-arse

Eric Vernhes
Stéréoscopie à la main
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Animated GIF
Based on Magazine Cover: “DADA PHONE” Paris,
March 1920
“I noticed a cryptic layer of the magazine pages
behind the cover and used that as inspiration.
The quote is supposedly by Francis Picabia. We never
know what codes are lurking behind unless we move
our arses to look”.
http://www.ﬂeeimmediately.com/

Digital Print
Based on: Marcel Duchamp, Handmade stereopticon
slides, 1918
http://www.eriver.fr/

01/25/2017

GolemKlonVIII
variables@vanishing point
object 1 (sky) // object 2 (sea) // object 3 (Sehpyramide).
raw data from object 3 (vertex points) imported to
Audacity – streched audio ﬁle inﬂuence the distortion of
the sea – two cameras separated by average human eye distance
– rendered out for Stereoskopie (Box mounted on Head).
Based on: Marcel Duchamp, Handmade stereopticon slides, 1918
“The -object 3- illustrates the triangle relationship
between Francis Picabia — Gabrielle Buffet — Marcel
Duchamp. Together they were sitting in the vine restaurant ‘Simplicissimus’. Duchamp sketched one Sehpyramide with
one vanishing point on a wet napkin. After heavily drinking Absinthe he added another vanishing point with more
distance from the center – further he explained to Francis that this point represents you // my friend. During the
consequential massive dispute they destroyed some furniture from the pub and Gabrielle permanently screeching “The
image is the mother of the word”. Kathi Kobus (Pub owner) has thrown them all out. Outside on the street they also
demageged one brand-new Litfaßsäule. Bavarian police came and arrested Francis Picabia and Gabrielle Buffet. Marcel
Duchamp took the train back to Paris. source: GolemKlonVIII”.
http://golemklon.com/
01/27/2017
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Florian Kuhlmann
ghetzufdg836748293
Javascript function generating textpoeams on html-webpage
Based on: all dada works available on dadaclub.online
Visit the work live here
http://www.ﬂoriankuhlmann.com/dadaclub.online/
“A tiny little javascript generates random text poems
from title of the dada works. Each new poem is unique and
only exists for the time the webpage is loaded. Klick on
it to destroy last poem and generate a new one”.
http://www.ﬂoriankuhlmann.com/
01/28/2017

Di Andre Davis
d A _ r a s e
Animated GIF
Based on: “Club Dada Berlin”, 1918; “Rongwrong”, New
York, 1917; Man Ray, Cactus, 1943
https://diandrecapricedavis.tumblr.com/

01/30/2017

Alessandro Zanetti
Do I have the right
to change my mind?
Digital collage
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938
http://zanettialessandro.com/

01/31/2017

Thomas Israel
Lazlo/cinetic/generative/
dada.isr
Generic art piece (video extract).
Hardware: computer and 4K screen
Software: Isadora
Maximum size: 2297/3175 pixel
Extract size: 781/1080 pixel
Based on: Lázló Moholy-Nagy, Mord auf den
Schienen, 1925
“Video capture of a cynical and generative
work, created from Mord auf den Schienen by
Lázló Moholy-Nagy and an automatic image
search on the internet corresponding to the
term ‘Dada’”.

http://www.thomasisrael.be/
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Claudia Hart
Kiki.obj
GIF made from 3d animation
Based on: “DADA PHONE” Paris, March 1920; 1 March 1917; “391 New York”, N.3, “Club
Dada Berlin”, 1918; “New York Dada” New York, April 1921; “Cannibale” Paris, 25 May
1920; “Die Schammade” Köln, February 1920; “DER ZELTWEG” Zürich, November 1919

“I made a model of Kiki in 2008 to use for another project based on
all of the various photos of Man Ray. I turned her head around,
breaking her neck, to turn her into an “impossible object,” a kind
of Sphinx. I then imagined her as a Times Square billboard, and
covered her with ﬂashing billboards, but made from the original Dada
magazine covers. The purpose of the work is to turn Kiki into a
goddess, the ‘Kiki.obj.’.
Claudia Hart has been active as an artist, curator and critic since 1988. She works with digital
trompe l'oeil as a medium, directing theater and making media objects of all kinds. These include
multi-channel 3D animation installations, sculptures using industrial production techniques such
as Rapid Prototyping, CNC routing, and virtual and mixed reality environments, and augmentedreality custom apps.
Hart’s works deal with issues of representation, and the role of the computer in shifting
contemporary values about identity and what might be called the natural. Her project is to demasculinze the culture of corporate technology by inserting the irrational and the personal into the
slick, overly-determined Cartesian world of digital design. She is widely exhibited and collected by
galleries and museums including the Museum of Modern Art and the Metropolitan Museum, the New
Museum, Eyebeam Center for Art + Technology, where she was an honorary fellow in 2013-14. She works
with Transfer gallery in New York. She is married to the Austrian media artist Kurt Hentschlager,
and lives in Chicago where she is a tenured professor at the School of the Art Institute.
http://www.claudiahart.com/

http://claudiahart.tumblr.com/
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02/02/2017

Zaven Paré
Stéréopticon yourself
Object
Based on: Marcel Duchamp, Handmade Stereopticon Slides, 1918
“This reinterpretation of the Duchamp’s stereoscopic photography
is called Stéréopticon yourself. It is another kind of 3D device
supposedly made to appreciate such stereoscopic image. The two
circle parts have been realized with laser cutting in order to
reproduce the pyramidal form we ﬁnd in the original stereoscopic
photography by Duchamp. In a typical dada spirit, when looking inside the lenses, the spectator sees ﬁnally nothing…”.
http://www.zavenpare.com/
02/02/2017

Rory Laycock
Social Inﬂuence
128

Digital Collage
Based on: Man Ray, Main Ray, 1935
“Culture increasingly demands our attention, whereby the
social inﬂuencers maintain they grasp over an ever
developing platform. With the social presence of the
spectator and performer the public has to select and
share themselves to now be present”.
http://rorylaycock.com/
02/03/2017

Marco Cadioli
DADAClock
Website. A functioning Pendulum clock for Web and Mobile
(for Chrome, Safari, Android, iOS)
http://www.marcocadioli.com/dadaclock/
Based on: Man Ray, Long Distance, 1926
http://www.marcocadioli.com/

02/03/2017

Mert Keskin
aka Haydiroket
Kiki Ray
Video collage. Url of the work:
https://youtu.be/a98EjXziDEI
Based on: Man Ray Masque Kiki, 1962 /
Man Ray, Main Ray, 1935
http://haydiroket.tumblr.com/
https://ello.co/haydiroket

02/04/2017

Olga Fedorová
Magic hair
Video 3d render
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962
Mask painted on cardboard
https://www.facebook.com/olga.fedorova.1217
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Eva and Franco Mattes
Kiki Freelancers Worldwide
Image, 1280x720 px
Based on: Man Ray, Masque Kiki, 1962

“A freelance worker was hired through an online marketplace to paint
her face like Man Ray’s Masque Kiki.”
In Kiki Freelancers Worldwide, Eva and Franco Mattes hired a freelance
worker through an online marketplace to paint her face like Man Ray’s
Masque Kiki. The Mattes, who have been exploring online economies and
outsourced means of production in recent works such as BEFNOED (2013-),
Image Search Result (2014-) and Dark Content (2015), here play on the
sharp contrast between Kiki de Montparnasse, an icon of female
independence and intellectual freedom, and the anonymous online
worker. Or, is participation in online cultures that is becoming
uncannily similar to a form of exploitation?
Eva and Franco Mattes are an artist duo based in New York. Since the second half of the 1990s, they
have explored the impact of technology and the web on society almost nonstop, exploiting the
potential of narrative construction, identity theft, simulation and real-world intervention
introduced by digital media.
http://0100101110101101.org/
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!Mediengruppe Bitnik
Dada. State of the Reference (2017)
Website. https://wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww.bitnik.org/sor/
Based on: Man Ray, The Poet, 1938

In Dada. State of the Reference,!Mediengruppe Bitnik lets Google
evaluate Man Ray’s The Poet by inputing the image into its similar
images search. What does the machine see in this piece of art?
What’s the state of art as it is determined by one of the most
inﬂuential knowledge gate-keepers in the world? Man Ray’s The Poet is
the input for a recursive images search. Unfortunately the image
stream immediately leaves the realm of art. Moving directly to the
latest mens hairstyles to Bruce Lee and Vietnamese celebrities,
perfect smiles, women with headaches, smiling boys, plastic surgery,
celebrities with blond hair, hairstyles for women. The recursive loop
ends in its 1321st iteration with an image of a Nespresso machine.
!Mediengruppe Bitnik (read - the not mediengruppe bitnik) live and work in Zurich/Berlin.
They are contemporary artists working on and with the Internet. Their practice expands from the
digital to affect physical spaces, often intentionally applying loss of control to challenge
established structures and mechanisms.
https://wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww.bitnik.org/
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Legal notes
We have adopted the following general policy toward copyright infringement.
The contents in the “Dada Works” section come from art
works/scans/photographs of a private collection.
We don’t take any responsibility, by way of non-limiting example,
for the lawfulness, truthfulness and/or fairness of these contents, photos,
videos; for any opinion, information; for intellectual and/or artistic rights.
Moreover we don’t take any responsibility for any damage or prejudice which
might occur to visitors or to anyone else due to viewing or downloading on
their computers of any kind of stuff available on the website and/or coming
from other websites connected.
Anyone seems his rights injured by any contents on the site (Gallery and Art
works) can inform info@linkartcenter.eu
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From September 9 to October 11, 2017, a selection of works from
dadaclub.online will be shown at Galerie Charlot, Paris (FR)
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The first art movement to use collage to
collapse together images and ideas, Dada
also pioneered concepts, ideas, approaches
and modi operandi that were later
transfused into contemporary digital tools,
becoming commonplace in the digital
environment. To celebrate DADA 100, from 5
February 2016 to 5 February 201 7 the
online platform and collaborative project
Dadaclub.online shared high quality digital
copies of original Dada artworks and
magazine covers, inviting artists from all
over the world to use them in their work.
This book documents the project, presenting
148 remixes produced and shared by
participants. Dada is nothing, enjoy Dada!
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